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Buying power
drops t.or faculty
Marshall University, Huntington, W. Va. 25701

By VALERIE BRAND

Reporter
Acampus economist says the purchasing
power of the average Marshall faculty
member dropped 11.6 per cent over the past
five years, as measured against the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
Dr. Joseph S. LaCascia, chairman of the
Department of Economics, said faculty have
less purchasing power today with an average
salary of $16,321 than five years ago when

the average salary was $12,223.
The average faculty salary mcreased from
$12,223 in 1972-73 to $16,321 in 1977-78,
which is a33.5 per cent increase over the five
year period. Average non-faculty salary in
1972-73 was $7,057 and is $9,970 in 1977-78,
according to ·figures provided by LaCascia
and Joseph C. Peters, vice president for
Business Affairs.
During the same five year period,
however, the CPI increased by 45.1 per cent.
In terms o_f the 1973 dollar, the 1977-78
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Senator Nelson
acCuses Hayes
of panicking

This time-release photograph, taken
from atop Smith Hall, shows the
lighted night life of Downtown Huntington.

By PIA CUMMINGS

Regents approve land purchase

Photo .., TIM DAILEY

Wednesday
Dateline
•..

CHARLESTON- The ac4uisition of six
lots on the south side of Fifth Avenue for
university parking was approved Tuesday
by the West 'Virginia Board of Regents.
Price of the property, which is between
18th and 19th streets, is $220,000. Marshall
offiqials ret:ommended the purchase,
The board also adopted a report
recommending that Marshall drop two
degree programs because of low enrollment
and approved employment of an architec-

tural firm as aconsultanJ for science building
expansion.
The resignation of Parkersburg Community College President Jerry Lee Jones
also was accepted. Jones has been under fire
from students and faculty at the college
following comments he made about the
4uality of education at the school.
In abrief let~er dated Monday, Jones told
the board he has placed "the long-term
interests of the institution above my personal

desires." Jones also asked that he be
transferred to another position within the
state's higher educational system.
The report recommends Marshall's
Recreation Leadership and Mentally
Retarded Grades 7-12 be deleted. The MU
programs were among 34 throughout the
state named in the report.
The degree programs were among 11
submitted by Marshall for consideration
after an "in-house review,"according to C.T.
Mitchell, director of university relations.

For state, national and international
stories, please turn to Page 2.

The Save Marshall Coalition (SMC) has
distributed letters to faculty members asking
for support and ideas. These letters were
slipped under office doors Monday evening.
Stating that "many university employes
are in a poor position to support us
publicly," the letter re4uests faculty input of
"new insights, ideas or information." The
letters, which were slipped under office
doors Monday evening, also indicate the
identities of anonymous sources will be
protected.
Coalition leader Donald G. Wilson,
Parkersburg senior, said he hopes the faculty

will not be afraid to provide information to
the SMC. "We felt that the faculty could
provide new insights and make us aware of
additional problemf We do not, by any
means, know all the administrative or other
problems at Marshall."
Wilson added that he and SMC member
Clifford Bugg, Huntington sophomore, were
planning a trip to Charleston Tuesday to
investigate the appropriation of funds to
redecorate President Robert B. Hayes's
home.
"We are going to the state auditor's office

to gather information and check out the
public record," Wilson said. "It's better ifwe
find out this information first hand."
Wilson said the group had been depending
largely upon the news media for information.
The news media also was 4uestioned by
Marshall students in an informal poll
released Tuesday.In this poll, more than half
of the respondents said The Parthenon has
unfairly reported the controversy. Wilson
said he understands why people feel this way,
but said the stories were not "slanted."
"There was a lot of coverage. It evert

surprised me. I can see where someone
would think it was unfair,because the whole
front page of Friday's paper was about it,"
Wilson said."But the stories were accurate."
The poll also said that many Marshall
students do not understand the aims of the
Coalition. Wilson responded by saying that
.the media has done an excelhmt job of
stating the goals of the SMC.
"I realize that there are many complicated
issues involved," Wilson said, "but if half the
people do not understand our aims, then
these people have probably not read the
paper."

Cloudy
Party cloudy today and tonight is
predicted by the National Weather Service.
The high today will be near 70, with alow
tonight of 55 degrees.

Save Marshall Coalition seeks aid from faculty

Mostcostly MU play
'Vivat!' opens tonight
I

performed on Broadway and also has
performed in musicals.
After marrying and rearing thre~ sons,
Miller said she ,decided to return to
Marshall. She is not attempting adegree,
and her involvement at Marshall is for "self
benefit," she said. '
This also is Miller's first dramatic role.
Other cast mempers include Michael
Cupp, Huntington senior; Marcus Chapman, Barboursville juni_or; John Amedro,
Huntington junior; Charlfs Derbyshire,
Huntington junior; Michael Hawk,
Charleston junior.
Gregory Leaming, Huntington senior;
Patrick Rowan, Huntington senior; Frank
Stricklen, Elkview freshman; David Cook,
Huntinton graduate;Gregory Tillman, New
Orleans senior.
LeeWilliams, Huntinton sophomore; Joe
Johns, Columbus, Ohio, junior; Richard
Perdue, Huntinton sophomore; Gary
LaParl, Huntington sophomore; Mark
Lenning, Huntington graduate.
Duane West, Charleston fre!ihman; Jeff
Loudermilk, Lewisburg senior; Matt
Stanley, Beckley senior; Robert Lesh,
Wheeling junior; Marvin Kittle,
Williamstwon sophomore; Michael Field,
Charleston freshman.
Jane Johnson, Milton senior; Katona
Manissero, Huntington sophomore; Jeffery
Mccomas, Huntington junior; and James
Smith, Eleanor junior.

.When asked his opinion, Dr. Robert S.
Gerke said, "I wouldn't be surprised." Gerke,
president of Marshall's chapter of the
American Association of University
Professors added, "I don't think it's any new
realization on the faculty members' part.
Faculty members are no better off than they
were ten years ago."
Future purchasigg power of Marshall
University employes is uncertain and will
depend upon inflation, state revenue and
state priorities, LaCascia said.
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Twilight

"Vivat! Vivat Regina! " one of the most
expensive productions in Marshall University Theatre's history, willopenat8 p.m.today
in Old Main Auditorium.
The budget for the Robert Bolt play is
$2,300, including more than $1,000 for
costumes, said Dr. Elaine A. Novak, play
director and professor of speech.
The play depicts the struggle for the
throne of England between Mary, Queen of
Scots, and her cousin, Queen Elizabeth I.
Novak, also director of MU Theatre, said
she considers Bolt's play the most historically accurate.
Also the author of "A Man for All
Seasons," Bolt traces Mary's life from her
marrying the dying King of Franee at age 17
to her beheading at age 44.
Working with 28 people has made the play
difficult to produce because of the cast
members' schedules, Novak said. The
natures of the characters also make them
difficult to portray, she said.
Cast in the leading roles are Mary
Elizabeth Poindexter, Huntington junior, as
Mary, Queen of Scots, and Betty Ann
Miller, Huntington freshman, as Queen
Elizabeth I.
Poindexter, a·theater major and Miss
Huntington 1977. has been involved in other
campus productions, but this is her first
dramatic lead role.
Miller came lo Marshall in 1944 as a
freshman but 4uit after her first semester to
go to New York to "spread her wings." She

average faculty salary of $16,321 is now
worth $11,621, which is slightly higher than
the $7,057 non-faculty salary of 1972-73.
President Robert B. Hayes said he is
aware of the problem and blamed the state
legislature for the low salaries. "We've been
asking the Board of Regen.ts for more money
and they've been asking for more money. All
money is appropriated by the legislature."
Robert R. Nelson, D-Cabell, chairman of
the Senate Education Committee, was
unavailable for comment.

Reporter
State Sen. Robert R. Nelson, D-Cabell,
said Tuesday an action by Marshall President Robert B. Hayes is representative of
"someone who is panicking- someone
whose ship is sinking."
Nelson's remarks were in response to a
letter Hayes sent to the West Virginia Board
of Regents (BOR) charging Nelson with
"unethical and blatant interference by alocal
politican in the operation of Marshall
University."
Hayes wrote the letter after Nelson met
with about 20 members of the MU custodial
staff last Friday at Gullickson Hall. Hayes
contends the meeting was held without
permission of the university and during a
time when some of the staff members should
have been working.
In his letter of Nov. 6, Hayes asked the
BOR to review the matter and asked that it
"obtain legal opinion as to the extent of
Nelson's authority to disrupt the normal
operation of Marshall University." ·
Nelson said it is "obvious that Hayes is up
to his neck in problems. I've been on campus
100 times and no 4uestions have been asked.
"I received calls fro~ some of the staff
asking me to discuss the appropriation
procedure for Marshall from the legislature.
They had been given permission to use a
room in Gullickson, but were later notified
by Dr. (Robert L.) Case that they could not
use the room," Nelson said.
Case, chairman of the Health and Physical
Education Department, said, "No permission was given to use the faeility." He said all
re4uests. p)Ust be in writing two weeks in
advance, and must be approved by the
Facilities Priorities Committee.
Case said he refused the verbal re4uest of
the staff member to use aroom in Gillickson
because he would be out of town and there
would be no time to get approval by the
committee. Case said he "honestly didn't
remember whether Nelson's name was used
in the verbal re4uest to use -the room."
Nelson said he went in the building and
asked acustodian if he and the people could
use the room. The custodian agreed and
Nelson said he would take responsibilty for
any damage done.
·
Bill Davis, an e4uipment manager at
Guilickson Hall and a 15-year employe at
Marshall, asked Nelson to speak on behalf of
several staffers. They wanted him to explain
how money was appropriated to Marshall,
particularly for pay raises.
Nelson, chairman of the Senate Education
Committee arid co-chairman of the
legislative Subcommittee on Higher Educa-

tion, said he told them "decisions about
financial matters affecting them were not
made by the legislature, but were made
instead at the local university level."
Nelson says the intent of the legislature
was to grant a5percent pay increase on July
I, rather than on the anniversary date system_
for some staff members. This1s the first year
for such asystem.
Nelson says Hayes' letter was a"personal
strike back" at him because he has been
critical of Hayes' decisions which are not in
the best interests of the employes.
"I'm sorry Hayes can't appreciate the
dignity of Marshall employes- that they
can't even use aroom which they clean and
toil in every day," Nelson ·said.
Nelson said Hayes' action was symptomatic of "his uptight attitude over what's
happening at MU." Nelson said he was
refen_n·ng to the Save Marshall Coalition
which is calling for Hayes' resignation.
"Apparently he's a guy with a lot of
problems trying to focus attention on
something else." Nelson said.
Nelson said there was nothing wrong with
holding the meeting Jast Friday anf:I that he
was "proud to talk and defend staff employei;
who are more dedicated to the future of
Marshall than some of those purporting to
govern the university."
In his letter to the BOR, Hayes conceded
that "Mr. Nelson has a right to meet with
whomever he chooses." However, he
4Uestioned his use of Marshall facilities and
"his infringement upon university employes'
working time without permission of notice."
Hayes stated that about half of the 20
employes attending the meeting "were
scheduled to begin work at 4p.m. that day.
Conse4uently, they were approximately two
hours late in beginning their work shift."
Nelson said he Understood that the
employes who attended the meeting had
completed their shifts for the day.
Hayes said, "Nelson violated procedure
when he came on campus without going
through th,eadministration of this campus.
If he wanted to have apolitical meeting, he
ought to come as an open politican rather
than through the back door as he did."
Hares classified Nelson's visit as political
because any visit related to his legislative
subcommittee would have gone through
Hayes' office.
"I've been given the responsibility •of
administering this university, and Ithink I've
been tolerant with the senator's interference," Hayes said. Hayes also charged
that Nelson had made himsetf••a critic of the
institution...
(Continued on pa1e 2)

Groundbreaking for Academic Building B
will be Saturday at noon on the southwest
corner of campus.
The College of Business and the
departments of English, economics and
home economics will be in the four-story
building, which will consist of about 93,000
square feet of space.
Completion is scheduled for early 1980,
said Karl J. Egnatoff, vice president for
administration.
Edward L. Nezelek, Inc., ofJohnson City,
N.Y.•will construct the building. The firm

submitted the lowest bid at $4,747,600,
excluding ~uipment and furnishings.
Marshall President Robert B. Hayes wilf
participate in the program along with Dr.
Howard L. Mills, chairman of the universisty·s Physical Facilities and Planning
Committee.
Student Body President Rick W. Ramell,
Cross Lanes senior, and Alumni Association
President Ezra Midkiff will also take part.
Representatives of architects Dean, Dean
and Keiffer of Huntington will represent the,
contractor at the ceremonies. ,

0

Sod to turn Saturday

Key care stops dorm thefts

to preventing thefts at MU Students should report lost keys imareTheforanswers
students to lock dormitory rooms, mediately so locks may be replaced.
reprdless of where they are going, and to

,- .., TAMIi.A \IAIINI\I

Mary Elizabeth Poindexter, Huntington junior, and Mkhael
D. Cupp, Huntin1ton senior, practice for "Vivat! Vivat
R~ina!" wWclt opens tonight.

immediately report the loss or theft of keys,
agreed David Scites, assistant director of
security, and John M. Barnes, security
officer.
Students often leave dormitory rooms
open while visiting afriend or getting adrink
of water, Scites said, and come back to find
property missing.
The largest theft this year, $1,246 of stereo
equipment happened one week after the
victim had lost his room key, Barnes said.

He added that the cost of replacing dorm
locks is $15, and students should do this
instead of just replacing lost keys which cost
$5.
Two other preventive measures are to
keep a list of the serial numbers of any
appliances such as razors, stereo equipment,
televisions, and radios and to take advantage
of project identification.
Serial number lists can be akey factors in
rocovering stolen property nationwide,
Scites said.

OIi-Campus briefs
Factory fumes strike again
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Interchange
Aspace dedicated to the interchange of opinions
within the university community

Letters

•

Artists Series

In response to the current
controversy concerning Jim
Martin and the Artists Series,
we believe there should be no
4uestion regarding the need for
fine arts at Marshall there is
no such need. After all, what do
these radicals think Marshall
is an educational institution?
Why should our money be
spent for ridiculous programs
like "Shakespeare's People"
and the "Vienna Choir Boys" or
unnecessary facilities like the
new university art gallery? This
money should be diverted, as all
of our money should be, into
our athletic programs, which
show direct results and bring us
national prestige as evidenced•
in the Oct. 29 outstanding
performance by our boys in
green and white at Fairfield
Stadium.
We, as students, must never

assume we are here to receive a
broad education, as some extremist "pinko" members of the
faculty would have us believe.
Those of us who understand our
function at Marshall realize
that it is to strengthen the
economy by drinking as much
beer as possible, to support the
administration with blind devotion to its policies, whether they
be just or unjust and to intimidate and/or rid ourselves of
people like Jim Martin who
would strive to pervert us with
culture and "the arts."
Certain subversive factions
are running rampant across
campus screaming for their
rights ...we all know these
students deserve no rights.
These are probably the same
people who protested the Vietnam War and who now support

"human rights" movements of
women, blacks and gays.
Perhaps they are also the ones
who begrudge President Hayes
acomfortable home. But we all
know that our president knows
how to deal with those who get
out of line.
The obvious solution to this
problem is to suppress these
dissidents and their dangerous
ideas. God forbid, and Hayes
too, that Marshall should ever
harbor an atmosphere of
freedom of expression, creativity and imagination. We urge
you to stay on the assembly line
of bland conformity and
mindless submssion.
Twanna Holton
West Hamlin sophomore
Mark Boshell
Richlands, Va., senior

years has been unprecedented in
Marshall's 139-year history.
This is not to say that the
school's accomplishments in the
36-month period Bob Hayes
has been at the helm are
attributable solely to his work.
Indeed, he would be the first to
deny they were. The g~ins DO,
however. indicate what can be
done when an institution has
dedicated and determined
leadership up front.
A 4uick check of capital
improvements ac4uired during
Hayes' presidency show atotal
of approximately $23,875,000.
The principal item on that
list. of course, is the $18 million
multi-purpose physical education facility which will rise on
Third Avenue and ultimately
become the home of Thundering Hrrd varsity basketball.
Ground will be broken this
month for a$4.7 million structure now called Academic
Building B.
Anew $200,000 news media
box has been installed at Fairfield Stadium.
Doctors' Memorial
Hospital-.,. without which there
probably would be no Marshall
School of Medicine was
purchased for some $685,000.
A$40,000 art gallery ·was
built at Smith Hall.
There's been a $250.000
renovation of the Community
College.
When Dr. Hayes assumed the
presidency, the med school
consisted of one psychologist,
one secretary, one report and
about $7,000 in funds. As of
last August. $6,372,990 had
been received to start and

operate the school, and the
personnel budget for this year
was established at $1,504,176.
So far as programs are
concerned, the Community
College has been started and the
College of Science has been
established as part of an
academic reorganization that is
still going on under Hayes.
In the president's determination to have MU achieve excellence in athletics as well as
academics, he was instrumental
in obtaining membership for
Marshall in the old and
tradition-rich Southern Conference. That league affiliation
ended the school's nine years of
wandering in the athletic
wilderness as an independent.
In the works are a$500,000
renovation of Jenkins Hall, a
$250,000 upgrading of Fairfield
Stadium (including new
AstroTurf), a new baseball
field. arenovation and addition
to the Science Hall expected to
cost in excess of$4 million and a
new $5.5 million medical education building to be con_structed
for use by med school students
at the Veterans Administration
Hospital.
The list of progress and
prospects is so lengthy I'm
certain. I've overlooked
something. From the foregoing. however, I'm e4ually certain you can see what the
'Hayes Days" have meant to
Marshall and, through
economic spinoff, to the entire
Huntington area.
So here's wishing Bob a
happy anniversary tomorrow,
and those close to Marshall are
hoping he'll be around to
celebrate many, many more.

Radicals
As a person at Marshall, I
have remained calm for four
years concerning the group of
radicals who wish to disrupt
everything and rid Marshall of
the greatest administrative staff
it has ever seen. But after the
past week of petitions and
protests, I have finally blown
my cool! How about The
Parthenon printing opinions of
those of us totally against this
whole ridiculous movement?
Thank God for the column by
John R. Brown in Thursday's
(Nov. 3) Huntington Adverti~er. He summed it all up
pretty well. Read on for some
refreshing news for achange.
Carol J. Stewart
Ceredo
Editor•~ note: The following is
John R. Brown's column as it
appeared in the Nov . 3Huntington Adverti~er.
Three years ago tomorrow,
the West Virginia Board relieved Dr. Robert Bruce Hayes of
his "interim" title and named
him president of Marshall University.
Progress in the last three

Arts interest
Iwish your editorial concern
for the arts on the Marshall
University campus had extended to providing aone-inch s4uib
in your "Almanac" listings on
Friday, Nov. 4, the viewing of a
collection of art in the library
that day.These works. totaling
somewhere between 125 and
150 by internationally recognized ,~rtists from the Renaissance
to the present time, were on
view in the Hoffman Room that
d,;y between noon and 3p.m.
I spoke with a reporter by
telephone on Wednesday and
received assurances that the
notice would appear. Friday's
edition carried numerous
column inches about alleged
student and editorial interest in
the arts. so naturally I'm abit
C), meal at this point about the
authenticity of this interest
when you omit one small
paragraph that would have
informed genuinely interested
students about the arts.
Mike Maroney

J-board

The Save Marshall Coalition second hearing were not overhas charged President Hayes turned by President Hayes.
with "overturning numerous This semester, the J-Board
Judicial Board rulings." Ifeel has conducted six hearings. In
this charge needs to be clarified. all cases, Hayes nor any
member of his administration
Over the past three years, has appealed aruling.
only one J-Board ruling has
During the last three years,
been overturned. Last spring, all J-Board rulings have been
the administration appealed the final. I feel this particular
decision of the J-Board dealing charge against President Hayes
with Charles Lyons. The Board needed to be clarified.
of Regents in turn. granted Mr.
Lyons a new hearing. The
Greg Parcell
findings of the J-Board in the
J-Board Hearing Officer
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Illness hits
embassy

8yTh~ Auocitttd Prest

Journalism
department
Ma rs hall's school of journalism is seemingly one of the
best, if not the best, in the state
of West Virginia. However, the
suppression I received as a
transfer student from a West
Virginia state college was
despairing while Iattended the
New Reporting II (Jrn. 202)
class.
Before getting even one story
in print, I withdrew from the
"professional" class in hopes of
returning another time.
Reasons for my withdrawal
centered around being a
transfer student and because I
had not had any introductory
journalism classes since the fall
of '74.
In addition to these
problems, Iwas informed by the
professor that Imust know the
people on my beat"lntimately."
It was beyond me as to how I
was to accomplish this closeness
as atransfer student.
Now, with mid-semester
upon us, there has been an
increase in the number of
withdrawals from the Journalism 202 class. Out of a
beginning total of 30 students in
both 202 classes, there is apparently only 14 students
remaining. Therefore, approximately 53 per cent have
withdrawn. Whatever the
reasons for their withdrawals, I
would suggest there must be
something "amiss in Denmark"
to lose such an amount of
students.
Iam sure the Department of
Journalism is aware of this loss
and can account for it as "usual"
or "unusual." Yet, doesn't it
seem to you that students
should be treated as students
and not as a professional
journalist as I was? We,
students, are here to learn. I
was not taught to learn, Iwas
forced.
Lastly, Idoubt there is astory
on this issue or any other letters
of comment concerning this
surprising reduction. Isuggest
the journalism department look
at the class and see if there can
be achange in its curriculum.
Steve Reece
Athens junior

Coalition
To Faculty Members:
We, student members of the
Save Marshall Coalition, are
sincere in our efforts to bring
about constructive change to
this university. While we realize
that some faculty members are
opposed to our actions and
beliefs, we are aware that there
are many who believe as we do.
Our efforts have involved a
considerable number of
students to date, but because of
the circumstances surrounding
amovement that is confronting
a university president who has
been known to_hold grudges,
many university employes are in
apoor situation to support us
publicly.
With this thought foremost,
we are asking you, as members
of Marshall's faculty, to help us
with any new insights, ideas, or
information you have that
might be of use to our research
committee. If you wish to
identify yourself you may, but if
your preference is to remain
anonymous, we will respect that
decision.
This telephone number (5224070) will put you in touch with
Coalition member Don Wilson.
All you have to say is that you
w;int to help and then let us
know what's on your mind. If.
for any reason, you are apprehensive about phoning us,
you may contact our committee
through the mail. Our address
is: S.M.C., P.O. Box 34,
Huntington, WV 25706
Don Wilson
Parkersburg senior

HUNTINGTON While a reportedly passed out. Plant
federal safety investigator manager Ivan Bowers refused to
prowled around the Perry- comment on the situation TuesNorville shoe factory Tuesday day.
looking for clues to the source of Tom Martin, area director of
escaping fumes, nine more plant the federal Occupational Health
workers were overcome, and Safety Administration office
authorities said.
in Charleston, said his agency
It marked the fourth straight had two investigators at the plant
working day that employes of the Monday and one Tuesday.
shoe factory left the plant because However, he said he did not
of headaches or dizziness. Two of expect acomplete report on the
the nine persons Tuesday cause of attacks for at least afew

days, partly because of, time
involved in completing
laboratory tests of air samples
taken within the plant. He said
OSHA would not close the
operation, despite the daily occurences.
Five persons were given
emergency room treatment at an
area hospital Tuesday, and four
other persons reportedly had to
leave their work sites because
they were overcome by the fumes.

CHARLESTON With a little prodding from an unexpected
guest Gov. Jay Rockefellerthe state Board of Regents
unanimously agreed Tuesday to
build West Virginia University's
new $20 million football stadium
on the present site of the WVU
golf course on the Evansdale
Campus.
The decision, which followed a
five-minute address by
Rockefeller urging the golf
course site be selected, ended six
months of speculation as to
where the new 50,000 seat
stadium would be built.

The legislature voted earlier
this year to fund the project, in
addition to financing a new $4
million athletic shell building
which will also primarily serve
the WVU football team.
"I'm happy with the decision,"
Rockefeller said after the Regents
moved 4uickly following his
remarks to approve the golf
course site over two other
proposed locations asite adjacent to the WVU Coliseum on the
Evansdale Campus and the University dairy farm on the
Mileground about a mile from
downtown Morgantown.

"I've given this matter agreat
deal of thought and I've visited all
three sites," Rockefeller added.
"My own view is the golf course
was the most preferable site. Ali
three sites have drawbacks, but
the golf course had the fewest
number of negative factors."
TheRegentsaIso heardfrom
two other officials before
deciding to side the governor on
the stadium site.

WASHINGTON-President
Carter, saying Congress must
"resist pressures from a few for
special favors," threatened Tuesday night to veto any energy
legislation that fails to meet his
test for fairness.
In his first nationwide
television-radio address in more
than six months, Carter appealed
for Americans to urge Congress
to act on his energy program.
The energy blueprint he outlined for Congress was fair both to
consumers and producers and
would promote energy conservation while protecting the federal
budget "from any unre·asonable
financial burden," he said.
"These are the three standards
by which the final legislation will
be judged," Carter said in his
prepared text. "I will sign the
energy bills only if ,hey meet
these tests."
Carter said "We should reward
individuals and companies who
discover and produce new oil and
gas. but we must not give them
huge windfall profits on their

ex1stmg wells at the expense of
the American people."
The energy legislation does not
represent "a contest of strength
between the president and the
Congress, nor between the House
and the Senate," he said.
It is a test of the nation's
strength and will to acknowledge
the threat and meet a serious
challenge together," the president
said.

George Foster
named
MVP
NEW YORK Cincinnati's

(Continued from page I)
Hayes said administrators, not
politicians, should govern the
campus, and he felt this separation was needed.
He said if every politican who
was running for office was allowed to speak on campus without
administrative OK, the result
would be chaos. He said such
action would open the university

and the BOR " to possible
charges of polit1<!fll favoritism."
In concluding his letter to the
Board of Regents, Hayes said
"Such activities are bound to
have a detnmental effect upon
the progress of Marshall University and upon the activities and
the morale of students and
employees."

MOSCOW Medical tests
show that one of very 29 adults at
the U.S. Embassy in Moscow
suffers from a mysterious blood
condition resulting in abnormally
high levels of white blood cells,
embassy sources said Thursday.
Some scientists dispute
previous official embassy claims
that Soviet microwave radition of
the embassy building has nothing
to do with the blood counts.
Comparative figures for the
fre4uency of the same high levels
of white cells in the United States
do not exist, but the sources said
there was no 4uestion that an
abnormality has been found in
Moscow.

WVU stadium site picked rCarter urges Congress
to back his energy policy

George Foster, who hit more
home runs than any National
League player in 12 years, was
named the NL's Most Valuable
Player for 1977 fuesday, edging
Philadelphia slugger Greg
Luzinski.
I- oster, the good-field, all-hit
slugger of the Reds, received 15 of
apossible 24 first-place votes and
291 points in balloting by
members of the Baseball Writers
Association of America.

Hayes under attack
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Fall Harvest Sale

AlAllIJeans
fall dresses
20% off
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For your shopping
convenience Mimi's-=""11', .
wil be open
Monday
until 7p.m.
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rake ,1 tnp to Mimi's 1006 Tenth Street.

SALE
Starting
Today
DRIED FLOWER~
Small Reg. $1 8820 Sale 88t19
Medium Reg. $1 Sale $1
Large Reg. $263 Sale $1 99
Reg. s225 Sale $1 60
Carolina Bath Oil Sale $1 50
Reg. s210
Carolina Scented
Drawer
Liner
Reg. s2 25 Sale 5150
Water Colors .25 oz. tube
Buy 2get one free.
Higgins Ink Reg. 90¢ Sale 504
All colors except black
Drawing Pencils:
EIDorado &Microtomic
Reg. 32¢ Sale 104
All photo albums
20% off.
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Summer running pays off
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running. These are workouts of adistance longer than the races the
runner will be competing in once the season starts, said O'Donnell.
MU's races are from five miles t.o10,000 meters (6.2 miles) in
length.
"It entails agreat amount of mileage," O'Donnell said. "But, it
Sweat coated the runner's bare back until it glistened in the early all can't be slow. Arunner has to put in some quality miles, too. He
should also run some road races for variety."
morning rays of the hot August sun.
He said the lack of abase sometimes is obvious, particularly in
His torso, with most of his rib cage evident just below his skin,
freshmen.
heaves rhythmically. His face is expressionless.
There appears to be no practical reason for him to be running.
"Freshmen come in with no base and are ineffective," said the
He doesn't seem to be chasing anything. Nor does it look like he is coach. "They come back the next year with abase and are tough.
being chased.
John Dotson's agood example."
•
Yet he plods on... and on.. and on....
Dotson, Belle sophomore, has been among Marshall's top five
He is aMarshall University cross country runner and there is a runners all season. He ran more than I,000 miles last summer,
good chance he is thinking about atime and place far away.
doing 76 to 95 aweek at apace of six minutes, 30 seconds to seven
Iri contrast to the torrid asphalt the shirtless runner is now minutes amile.
covering, he could easily be thinking about wearing heavy
distance base forms the foundation for the training pyramid
sweatclothes while jogging on frosty grass on a crisp South onThe
which interval and speed-training is done to bring the runner to
Carolina morning.
his peak condition.
He could be pondering the National Collegiate Athletic
As
a
the Herd's top seven runners averaged 102 miles per
Association (NCAA) District Three Regional meet, the meet that week lastteam,
summer, which is 14-15 miles aday. The average pace per
could send the Thundering Herd to the national championships. mile
was
six
minutes,
21 seconds to seven minutes.
If so, he is taking the first training step toward accomplishing
means each runner spent about one hour and 40 minutes a
that goal, developing asound mileage base by doing many long, dayThis
running.
This
figure
does not include warming up before arun,
slow workouts on the road.
down afterwards, or other workout factors.
"It's probably the most important part of arunner's training," warming
The highest number of miles ran per week recorded was 144 by
says Marshall's head cross country coach Rod O'Donnell. "I don't Dave
Kline,
St.
Albans
junior.
lowest anyone would admit to
Pltoto by Scott Barton
care whether you're ahigh school or college runner, you won't be was 75 by Tim Koon, FairmontThesophomore.
able to compete if you don't have adistance base."
The
average
high
week
was
I
I
7
miles
and the average low week Brian Jonard, left, and John Dotson head for Herd victory
Arunner forms his base during the summer by "overdistance" was 87.

By JODY JIVIDEN

Reporter
Editor's note: This is the second of afour part in-depth series on the
MU Cross Country team.

Panthers turn bully inOnbackyard brawl

Some weeks ago, universitystyle football in the mountain
state promised to be a wild,
wonderful answer to the
traditional wait-till-basketball
attitudes in Morgantown and
Huntington.
Well, just wait-till-basketball.
Frank Cignetti and Frank
Ellwood are.
Remember when West
Virginia University and Robert
Alexander were counted among
the top 20 teams in the country?
It hasn't been recently-or more
specifically in the last four weeks
because the Mountaineers
haven't won in amonth.
Remember when Marshall,
with its own backfield howitzer in
C. W.Geiger, boldly staked claim
to •the top of the Southern
Conference before it found out
what Southern hospitality was
really like? That thought has also
long since been dispelled and the
Herd hasn't managed a win of
any kind (let alone Conference
variety) in the past six weeks.
But in search of an animal
called abitter college rivalry and
to see WV Uattempt its last grasp
at ameaningful season, Morgantown offered just the thing last
Saturday when the University of
Pittsburgh rolled in with its
ninth-ranked Panthers for the
yearly grudge match.
Grudge may be the wrong

word. An outsider gets that
feeling when the student body is
known for yelling "Beat the hell
out of Pitt", no matter what or
when the athletic event or who
the opponent. Saturday, when
the week's build-up of animosity
came to boil in banners like "If
there's I thing I hate, It's Pitt",
and "Matt Cavenaugh is a
wimp", anyone in attendance
would be hard-pressed to miss the
hint that they were not about to
witness any ordinary college
football game.
The annual brawl meant
enough for WVU Coach Cignetti
to say that to beat Pitt would
salvage the entire season for his
Mountaineers.
The fact that the Pittsburghers
were 15-point favorites meant
little or nothing to anyone there.
In the chaotic mood of the corner
where the students are corralled,
it wouldn't be too difficult to get
an even bet.
An MU student can get to
Fairfield for the kick-off and find
apleasant seat. Anyone who tried
that at Mountaineer Field Saturday could pick it up on radio
outside or sit -..on afriend's lap.
The atmosphere by the time
Pitt bounced from the tunnel for
warm-ups, which was hours
worth of bench-sitting for the
earliest of die-hards there, could
be measured at nduly 37,031

Commentary
by KEN SMITH

wanted the championship. And
as anyone knowing coach Rod
O'Donneli will attest, the cross
country mentor will settle for
nothing less than the best possible
effort from his athletes.
And he got it.
So as the termites of turpitude
gnawed at Marshall's football
team as it bounced to disaster in
the Rubber Bowl, the Herd
runners were tasting the nectar of
success in the Old Dominion.
And they should savor it.
For after adisastrous 1976-77
basketball season after the golf
team narrowly missed the
school's first SC title- after
Marshall's swimmers finished
second mthe conference meet
despite the crippling effects of the
harsh winter on its schedule
after a humiliating gridiron
seasonAfter all that- Marshall has
broken the ice and come away
with its first conference championship. And knowing the
determination of Rod O'Donnell
and his runners, it surely won't be
thelast.

run pattern to set up aMcKenzie
field goal.
Game programs, Jack Daniels,
and students went flying. End
WVU emotion.
Pitt's Panthers turned into
Panzers and proceeded to make
everyone forget that they were
Dorsett-less. Quarterback Matt
on the verge of
Comment-analysis by Roc,,ky. Stanley Cavenaugh,
becoming a likely candidate for
the Heisman before missing
volts (or what the overflow- such precision that
if anyone was much of this season with abroken
capacity called for) in spite of an out of place he was fair game just wrist, engineered Pitt to a 451irritating drizzle.
like aMorgantown pedestrian.
yardage advantage on
The "Frisbee dog" raised the Mountaineer mania doesn't 174 total
must have seemed like acast
voltage level substantially when and didn't stop at this point, as a ofwhatthousands
to the weary Mounhe ran aperfect 'fly' route from sea of "Beat Pitt" drinking cups
the end zone and tracked down and badges indicate. College taineers.
WVU fans suggested that bad
the whizzing disk at midfield. The football thrives in such aesthetics. things happen to Cava 11augh's
"Frisbee dog" can't replace an Another banner waved in other wnst, especially after he
injured Steve Lewis, but to perfect view of the mob, said, scored on an option run and
impose the vernacular, he has "Remember, 17-14", which sym- taunted the student section by
gobd moves and great teeth. bolized a WVU win over their waving the football at them. One
NOBODY can catch him, either. arch-rivals two years ago, as Bill guy didn't like it, so he tried to go
After the dog finished his act, McKenzie booted awinning field after Cavenaugh.That's when the
things got louder when the WV U goal in the waning moments. gang of police nearby persuaded
band hit the field. 'U' students Pitt needed little reminder and him to express his emotions from
love their band, to say the least. It would eventually give the Moun- the sideline. Yes, police were a
was astrange feeling being in the taineers alesson in fine football necessity or Pitt would never play·
midst of astudent body that goes to the tune of 44-3 before the anyone again.
bananas over their band. But afternoon ended. But West The Panthers "Peek-a-boo
after the drum corps got everyone Virgina had the first word Satur- defense" featuring All-everything
psyched, the bulk of the quick- day with an early 3-0 lead, as tackle Randt Holloway at
stepping group spurted onto the slick-throwing Dan Kendra various spots of concealment on
field in amaneuver that called for found Cedric Thomas on ahome the defensive front. made sure the

Harrier's triumph
offsets defeats
The Marshall football team fell
to its sixth straight defeat. West
Virginia University was
mutilated by nationally-ranked
Pittsburgh 44-3.
Not aproductive weekend for
state athletics, right? Wrong.
Marshall's cross country team
this weekend cruised to a surprisingly easy victory in the
Southern Conference meet in
Lexington, Va. In winning
Marshall's first SC title in any
spo~t. the Herd harriers outdistanced Virginia Military Institute (running on its home
course) and defending champion
Furman.
And 4uite frankly, the Herd's
success was a bit of a shock.
Ma rshall had proven its talent by
going undefeated in dual meet
competition and placed well in
multi-team competition, but an
SC title seemed perhaps just too
far out of reach for the still-young
runners.
But it', obvious the team
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Announces the opening of it's new
addition in the East Hills Mall

Now there's two...

/

11

the
rocks

only exercise the crowd would
enjoy from early in the first
4uarter would be that of shooting
their umbrellas up and down.
Smoke bombs and firecrackers
and afew outbreaks of fisticuffs
represented the only excitement
that covld be mustered
thereafter. while Pitt continued
to exhibit its well-oiled football
machine.
Split end Gord6n (Too Much)
Jones and tight end Steve
Gaustad put on areceiving clinic.
Pitt Coach Jack Sherrill called
it his team's best effort of the
year. Aside from 156 yards in
penalties, Pitt could have passed
for the Steelers. Quicker than
you could say bowl bound, WVU
had to settle with worrying about
next year's game.
It won't be the biggest worry
though. The Mountaineers
backpack to Norman, Okla.,next
year as an Butearlynolunch
the
Sooners.
matterforwhat
their record when the Pitt game
rolls
around,
the
Mounties
will
still have tfiis one-game season to
look forward to.
Until then, there 1s another
very important date on the WVt..;
calendar February 20, when
little brother invades the
Coliseum.

I,.______________,i

Opus One in the Memorial Student Center and now the East Hills Mall.
Join us this Thursday at 11 :00am as we open the doors to the
finest selection of records and tapes at the area's lowest prices.

Featuring new Items...

Two new items can be found at our East Hills Mall location ...
exotic houseplants and clothes for casual living with names like
Male, Faded Glory, Snapflnger, French Star and more.
Don't miss the fantastic savings
during our Grand Opening.

East HIiis Mall 736-0852
Memorial Student Center 697-4115
East HIiia Mall location open tlll 9:00pm.

Furman THEDISTEREO
SCOVER
WORLD OF
leads SC
over VMI
The Furman Paladins maintained their lead in the Southern
Conference (SC) football race
this weekend despite asetback to
an old league rival.
Richmond downed the Purple
Paladins 19-13 and sent the
South Carolina school's overall
record skidding to 4-3-2.
However, Furman maintains a30-1 SC record because Richmond
left the conference after the 1975
season.
Meanwhile, Virginia Military
Institute raised its record to 5-3
with a30-8 win over arch-rival
Virginia. The Keydets are 3-1 in
SC play and take on Furman in
Greenville, S.C., next week in a
game that may decide the conference title.

ASI
R.ANll·KBmaY
OPEN 11-9 MON-SAT

SUNDAY
AFTERNOON
606/324-9207
LOCAnD
IN THE GR£ENUP MAU

Listen to WKEE FM 100.5
Stereo starting Nov. 18 after
10:00 p.m. for something
special.
( ome in for a big ,ale thi~ Thur\day.
l·rida). !-,aturday, &Sunday.

MARSHALL ARTISTS SERIES
BAXTER SERIES

~

ANDRE KOSTl·LANlT/ rnnducting tht'

PITTSBURGH
VMPHONV
ORCHESTR

Thursday, November 10
8p.m. - Keith-Albee Theatre
featuring Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and Juliet"
~

Free with Student Activity Card
$9 &$7 MUEmployees Retired Facult}
$5 &$4 Students with ID Card Youth
$10 &$8 General Public
Advance rickets: MU Music Dept.
Tickets also at the door

MARSHALL ARTISTS SERIES
r------------------------.
.
Become amember of

aPersonal Growth Group
for one week or the
entire.year.

As amember of apersonal growth group you will increase
your ability to function effectively in your personal and
academiclife. Thefocus of thegroup dicussions will be
on building personalstrengths.
Your learningexperience at Marshall should include
personal and social skills as well as academicprogress.
Long rangeparticipationis not required. Members can
join and leaveaccording to their needs.

FIRST SESSIONS
Nov. 15, Tuesday, 3:00-5:00.
Counseling Center, Prichard Hall.
Group Facil itator,SteveNaymick.
Nov. 15, Tuesday, 5:00-7:00.
Counseling Center, Prichard Hall.
Group Facilitator,SteveHensley.
If you are interested in expanding your personal
awareness by way ofaPersonalGrowth Group,contact
oneofthecounselors by phone, campus mail or personal
contact.

You've only seen it once?
"TN YNn
lest Movie" STIIIOPNONIC SOUND
-TIME

YW. VA. SNOWTII IIW DOLIY•■STOEO!
MIDNIGHT MOVIE

TOllitln
7:21-f:4S
SAT.
SIN.
t:21-4=45

-w~

■ATINIIS

The

Tonight 7:30-9:20
Sat. Sun. Mat. 2:00-3:50-5:40

in

'DUCK SOUP'

FRIDAY ONLY! 12 MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY'S

FILM FESTIVAL

KEITH-ALBEE
I-2-3 S2S-131 l

DOWNTOWN

FINAL DAYS!

Today

Tod.1 v i ?S -) . : ,

5:25·,· .) r; -q·.' ;)

■

Health food devotees
catered by local deli

Advisory
seats picked
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By VALERIE BRAND
Reporter
What's health food? It's
buckwheat honey, rice syrup,
spinach-egg noodles and garbanzo beans.
But it's also about 30 per cent
of the business at Victor's
Delicatessen, according to
manager Mark L. Brodof. The
Natural Nutrition Center is completely devoted to health foods.
Just looking through the
health food section of Victor's,
whole wheat spaghetti really
catches the eye.' It's dark brown.
This makes it have more nutritive
value because the hulls with all
the vitamins are included in the
final product.
Friendly customers are always
willing to relate their experiences
with specific products. Rice
syrup is "really delicious" according to one lady reaching for the
sweetener area of the shelves.
Ginseng tea, which is about $13
per box, supposedly has many
curative powers. It promotes
appetite, cures colds, chest
_troubles, coughs, stomach
troubles and constipation. It is
also commonly believed to be a
sexual stimulant.
Victor's started their health
food business about 30 years ago.

,.,

~

Ice cream, according to an
article which appeared in the
July, August "Provoker," contains the same chemicals which
are in antifreeze, paint remover,
lice killer, rubber cement, and
nitrate solvent.
•
Natural vitamins are the
products which sell the best,
according to both Brodof and
Hampton. But there is asign on
the wall of the Natural Nutrition
Center which states, "We don't
prescribe for anything."
However, Hampton is more
than anxious to show customers

from books by medical
Health food "nuts" can get their favorite food at Victor's Deli excerpts
which do suggest using
on 8th Street where about 30 per cent of his business is devoted doctors
certain products. The list of these
to health foods.
They were the first health food
store in Huntington, Brodof said.
Besides selling health foods,
Victor's has the usual delicatessen
products like chopped liver and
corned beef and cabbage.
The owner of the Natural
Nutrition Center, Robert D.
Hampton, is pushing soft frozen
yogurt. He offers afree sample of
this week's flavor to anyone who
walks into the store. Hampton is
much opposed to regular ice

Campus briefs

It's bloodmobile time on campus
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be in Memorial Student
Center's Multi-purpose Room today from 11 a.m.-5 p.m. and
Thursday from 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Thomas M. Browning, Red Cross Center recruitment
coordinator, stressed the increasing need for blood in hospitals.
He said he hopes to collect 200 units of blood each day.
• Browning urges the administration, faculty, employes and
students to help in the endeavor to maintain an adequate and
safe public blood supply.

Nigerian seminar in MSC today
ANigerian Student Union Seminar, sponsored by Minority
and International Student Programs, will be presented today
from 9-11:30 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge of Memorial Student
Center.
Each organization will present JO-minute programs covering
education, cultural lifestyles, economics and political aspects.
Refreshments will be served followed by an open question and
answer period.

Orchestra to present concerts
Three concerts will be presented this week by the Marshall
University Community Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Paul W.
Whear, professor of music.
Afree concert for the public will be presented Wednesday at8
p.m. in Smith Recital Hall. The program will feature"lphegenia
in Aul is Overture" by von Gluck,the"PeerGynt Suite" by Grieg
.and "Symphony No. 2in Bminor" by Borodin.
· Two Young People's concerts, sponsorea oy Marsnau auu rne
Cabell County Board of Education in cooperation with the
Woman's Club of Huntington, will be given Wednesday and
Thursday at JO a.m. in Smith Recital Hall.

Chief Justice distribution delayed
The tentative date for Chief Justice distribution i&-Dec. JO.
The delay in publication was due to acomplication at the
printing plant and, according to Don Shreve, Chief Justice
photo editor, the yearbooks went to press approximately I I/2
weeks ago. Yearbooks will be mailed directly to seniors frnm the
plant upon completion:

'Who's Who' deadline is Friday
Deadline for nominations to Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges is noon Friday, according to the Office
of Student Life.
Forms may be picked up and returned to the Office of Student
Life, Memorial Student Center, Room 2W31.

Yearbook Portraits

cream because of the chemicals it
contains.
Soft frozen yogurt is much
better for you because it is "all
natural, no artificial anything,"
according to the ad.

Members of the advisory
board for the two-year Accounting Program at MU's Community College have been appointed
by Dr. Paul D. Hines, vice
president for the Community
College.
Board members are William T.
Tracy, a Huntington Certified
Public Accountant; Donald
Waybright, agroup manager for
the Internal Revenue Service; E.
Blaine Eddy, accounting systems
analyst for Ashland Oil, Inc.;J.
Roger Leep, senior accountant at
Huntington Alloys, Inc.; and
Jeanne Childers, director of
accounting at Marshall University.

Almanac

Meetings

Miscellaneous

There will be a faculty
luncheon forum at noon today in
the Campus Christian Center.
Faculty and students interested in
attending may contact Jackie L.
Sturm, CCC office manager at
696-2444 before 10 a,m. today.
Lunch is $1.50.
Phi Beta Lambda will sponsor
a field trip to Ashland Oil Co.,
Thursday. Members should meet
at 10 a.m. at the Community
College dressed appropriately.
Members should bring money for
shirts and transportation will be
Greeks
The queens will join in the six Delta Zeta will sponsor a provided.
days of Orange Bowl activities. spaghetti dinner Sunday from 3-7
They will ride on the largest float p.m. at the Delta Zeta house. Plays
"Vivat! V,ivat! Regina!" a
ever to appear in the parade, Sorority members will be selling historical
draina will be presented
receive a special introduction tickets on campus this week. by Ma rs hall
University Theatre
during festivities preceding the Everyone is welcome.
today through Saturday at 8p.m.
kickoff of the game, and honored
in
Old
Main
Auditorium.
An
all-sorority
disco
dance
is
seats on the 50-yard line, Martin
scheduled Saturday from 9p.m.- Communjty Players will present
said.
Riverside County Club. "Country Girl" Thursday
Other activities include par-. 1a.m. at ~re
available from the through Saturday at 8p.m. and
ticipating in the "Great Bands, Tickets
social chairman of each sorority. Friday and Saturday, Nov. 25 &
Show" in the Bowl, sailing in the: Cost
is
$1.50.
for the 26 at 8 p.m. in the Abbott
first Orange Bowl Marine Parade: dance is "That's Theme
Theatre. Tickets are $3 and are
on Biscayne Bay, and attending: and there will beEntertainment"
at the theatre box office
the post-game banquet at lndian1 best costume. aprize for the available
on nights of the performance.
Creek Country Club.
books includes "Food is Your
Best Medicine," "The Doctor's
Book of Vitamin Therapy," and
"A New Breed of Doctor," all of
which are written by medical
doctors.

Marshall queen
in national contest

MU homecoming queen
Ginger Jo Farmer, St. Albans
senior, will compete for the first
All-American Homecoming
Queen Contest that will send one
queen from each state and the
District of Columbia to the
Orange Bowl New Year's Parade
in Miami.
The five other West Virginia
schools entered to date are: West
Virginia Wesleyan, Buckhannon;
Bethany College, Bethany; Fair- mont State College, Faimont;
Concord College, Athens; and
Glenville State College, Glenville.
The contest, sponsored by James S. Billings, president of
Agree, the new creme rinse and the Orange Bowl Committee,
hair conditioner from Johnson said the theme of this year's
Wax, Racine, Wis., is designed to parade is "Of the World's
bring national recognition to the Treasures." He predicted the
tradition of college queens, said Agree All-American Queens will
Thomas B. Martin, vice president "highlight that theme in a most
of public affairs for Johnson appropriate manner."
Wax.
"We think that their
The 5I queens will be chosen appearance in the parade will be
on the basis of personal simply spectacular," he said.
the float they will be
achievements, character, and "Certainly,
riding on will be spectacular, as it
appearance, Martin said. The will
feet long and 22 feet
Associated Collegiate Press, a wide-be the125largest
float in the 41non-profit organization in
history of the Orange Bowl
Minneapolis and devoted to year
improving the standards of Parade," he said.
college journalism, will conduct
the judging, he added.
• Some 300 colleges and universities already have taken steps to
A$500 Scholarship will be enter the competition.
given in the name of each selected Farmer, MU's representative,
homecoming queen to the general is vice president of the student
scholarship funds of their respec- government and president of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority.
tive scliools.

The Japanese Karate Club will
meet today at 6:30 p.m. in
Gullickson Hall Room 206. New
members are being accepted.
Alpha Epsilon Delta will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
lobby of the MU Medical School.
Dr. Ray Castle will give atour of
the family process module and
will discuss the role of family
process in WVP.

Jesse Stuart
awards available

Two awards for excellence in
wnting will be presented this
semester by the English department.
The prizes, $200 for first place
and $100 for second place, will be
given in honor of Jesse Stuart.
The Second National Bank of
Ashland has donated the money
and guaranteed it for five years.
Manuscripts are being
gathered by MU English
teachers. Any literary form is
eligible- essays, stories, poems,
dramas- as Jong as the entry is
concerned with the Appalachian
region or with Appalachian life.
Judging will be by acommittee
of members of the English
department. Awards will be
presented in aceremony during
the week of Nov. 28.

Schmidt's

Famous Beer Taste now available in
Huntington area ..•1ASK FOR IT)
Datributod !>Y

Central lktributing Co.
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Focused on all students.
Pictures now being taken.
Call 696-2355 or stop by
Chief Justice, Smith Hall 309 for
your appointment.
Pictures taken from 9to 5
Oct. 31 to Nov. 11
BW 31 MSC
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JOBS ) (FORSALE)

HEAVY LABOR JOBS AVAilABLE :

Attention students. We have full-time jobs
available this fall. If you have one or two days

Auto

75 MUSTANG 11 22,000 miles Moon roof,
R,1d1al \ires. Good cond1hon. Call 522-1394.

free from classes please apply for part-hme job
openings. Manpower Temporary Services, 421 74 MGB 28.000 miles A-I mtenor Good top
6th Street. 529-3031
1137 '2 lllh Avenue. 5290894.Best offer over
FACTORY-WAREHOUSE JOB OPEN- $2.600.
ING :Second and weekend shifts open.If you FORSALE, Two Goodrich radialtires HR60have one or two days free from classes please 15 While wall. NEW Call 522-1940.
apply. MANPOWER,421 6th St. 529-3031.
THREE PART-TIME workers needed for
evening work.Apply after 3:00 p.m. S.S.Logan
Packing Company. 120 21st SI.
FURNITURE, 5-piece modular set. Brown,
$360.00 WEEKLY eas,ly possible stuffing known as the PIT Phone 523-5337 evenings
envelopes at home. For further details send 25
cents and stamped self-addressed envelope.
Mundy 681 PEllis, San Frans1co Calif. 94109.
ANNIVERSARY SALE : CUP AND PRESENT THIS AD FOR FREE glitter bird
Chnstmas ornament for your tree. Pendants
and all iewerly 50 per cent off. Wicker baskets
10-40 per cenl off. Selected Chnstmas
decorahves, lights, garlands, up to 50 per cent
off. Garden Gate Four Shoppes, Chnstmas
Trim-a-tree Shoppe, Basket Shoppe, Plant
Shoppe and Gift Shoppe, 300 12th St.
Weekdays 10-8 Sundays 1-6.
FOR RENT: UNFURNISHED APARTMENT
LANT SALE: Celebrating our first anniver
with kitchen furnished. Three rooms, all P
k1TY All plants, all sizes, hanging baskets, etc.
utilities paid. Wall-to-wall carpet and drapes. '2060
per cent off. Garden Gate Plant Shoppe.
Close to campus. 523-7828.
JOO 12th St Weekdays 10-8, Sundays 1-6 Sale
l'nds Nov. 14
FOR RENT: FURN\SHFD APARTMENT Two
bedrooms, available Nov. 15. Second floor,
one bl6ck from Marshall. Suitable for two
students. S100 per month,per student S100
dam. dep. 736-7006 or 736-9223. ask for Judy.
FOR SALE: CASSETTE tape albums, top rock
groups. Pre-recorded. 1.4normal prices.
FOR RENT: THREE FURNISHED
CJII 5263. Hodges Rom. 202.
APARTMENTS: located 16th St. &6thAve.
first floor,suitable for four students. Second
floor, suitable for four students. Third floor,
suitablefor two students. S80 permonth plus
$25 dam. dep. per students. Must pay 3
months in advance. To apply for application
or reservation phone 736-7006, or 736-9223,
Jsk for Judy.

Furniture

(FOR.RENT)

Musical

(NOTICES)

APARTMENT FOR RENT 5mm. walk to
CJmpus. I bedroom. Females only. $135 Call
5220371.

(SERVICES)
Hair Styling

'i M@lil l:la1~1,111:twi:lil~W::,1:11tfl1ID
HUNTINGTON, W.VA.

A.look at campus, local, and
national news that concerns you.

Merchandise

NO-HASSLE
AUTO SERVICE
Lube&Oil Change
$5!.!. ~.,

NEWS 88

THE STUDENT'S NEWSBREAK

SAT. 8A.M.-NOON

1

HAIR STYLING r.izor and hair cullmg.
Rolfler fr~nchised. MdyS 8.lrbenng &Styhng,
1009 201h Si. 522 2052.AppQmlments or walk
1t\. Clo::;.ed Mond,,y.

Typing
TYPING : $1 per page mm,mum. 5236461
d,1ys.522·3228 rnghts.
MANUSCRIPT TYPING IBM Seleclnc.
Prt1fl!sSK>11.,!ly rl'ndered.Prompr service. Rates
h,is(.>d on 111.llen.,1 conlt>nl 736-1380 for es-

Miscellaneous
ABORTION :FINEST medical care available.
General an~,thes1a. Immediate appts. 9a.m.• 9
p.m. Toll free !800438-8113.
COMMUNAL COUPLE(s) hvmg together,
young ,,nd old, for soc10log1cal study. Stnctest
1.:onhdcnce. Reply lo Box 1448 Hunhnglon,
WV,1 25701.
EUROPE 77-78 no fnlls sludent-leacher
l h,,rter fhgh1s. Europe Israel,Mideast, Fareasl.
R1.•.. . ,rvt_) th,mksg,vmg, Xmas, winter, spring.
Gloh.11 Trawl.521 F1f1h Ave. NY NY 10017
212 379 3532.

Rides/Riders
RIDELRIOERS-From CharlestonHun11ng1on, 2nd semester,MWF, Call Sandy
~hJrpS. 344-2912.

Personals
YOUR DAYS ARE numbered Colebank-look

uvt.'r your sl1ouldl'r, w4! might be !here.

